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Reading Matt. 28.1 a ~ 'After
the sabbAth, 1I 'tbo ftnt dAY of th~
week was Qlwmns ' , " (NRSV;.
'OWE OE g~P~1i4}Y 116 fff~.wal<:o66'tl
Ell;~L(xv a~p(hwvi raises serious
problems ofinterpr<;tBti<m or
meanins, if OD; @U@IJ1pts tp
correlate the. witn@§§ gf tb{;SQ8P@1
writers on the timing of the.
visit(si of the. wome.n to the tomb
of 1ejY~tbe.n tb, MIOOolm t"~tr Of
it counterpMt~~ m@y be. mi~l@@din~
pr jyst WfQDS,
What then sho~Jlc:l gne m~e gf
me. twg tempQr~1 e~pre~sign37 Are
they inextricably linked and $Q tB@
latter .is more e.~p1.@Il_tQry gf the
former cQJulemiDM tbe timiPI of
the wome.n.'§ vl§it grlfe. they
speaking to diffenmt @voDta'
Which period of 1im~ ~..~ tbQ ~Q
expro§§ions PQiDtin,tQ~ cvenlna
on Saturday or early~ornlng gn
.Sunday? Is Matth~ contrAd.iCtm)'
or clear in his us~ of tb@l~ two
tempgri!1 ~xPfe.§§igD§?
Tn@ llYfth;n Qf the paper i3 to
answer tbtm~ qy~stion$.
The standard approach h~ to a.
the temporal expressiQP§ M linked
~
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I 1 ~l ~w later tbftt ~gther ~MMg i~ possible and i~ probably th~ ggm;ot wty
of ~ading the Greek text,
.
.
i! See the U1e1 gf 'vhQW
(1930,240).
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Chisholm: After the Sabbath
in explaining when the women visited the tomb of Jesus. By this
approach, Matthew is either contradictory, because o"'E oE oa!3l3/Xtwv
('at the end of the Sabbath' or 'after the Sabbath'), suggests a
different time period fromtfj EnL<j>WOKOUOn ete; ~Lav oa~~/Xtwv ('as
the first day of the week was beginning' ), or he is clear because,
read properly, both temporal expressions speak of the same time
period for the visit of the women. We now explore the arguments
for each position.
Matthew is contradictory
The basic problem noted by scholars, as summarised by Daniel
Boyarin (2001,678-688), has to do with the definite evening nuance
of the first temporal expression -- o"'E oE oCXP~/XtwV, 'at the end of
the Sabbath,3 (Boyarin 2001,678; Moulton and Milligan 1930,470;
Robertson 193Q, 240) or 'after the Sabbath,4 (Thayer 1977, 471;
H~gner 1995, 868) -- and the evening or possibly morning
implication of the second -- tfj E'ITL<j>WOKOOOn de; ~Lav oa~~/Xtwv, 'as
the first day of the week was beginning [Le. nightfall]' (Boyarin
2001, 678; Robertson 1930, 240) or 'as the first day of the week
was dawning [i.e. moming]s,.
J. Michael Winger(1994, 285) says bluntly,
... the dual temporal clauses of Matt. 28.1, though they certainly
introduce ~ single action, seem to set it at two different times .. . [t]he
difficulty is that in their priIIlarymeanings, Matthew's two temporal
clauses have inconsistent senses:, 6tjJe... means ' late', and
E1rLcpc..SOKCIl means 'to grow light', so that v.l reads: 'Late on the
Sabbath, as it was becoming light on the fU'St day of the week .. . 'But,
3 The Greek construction is taken as a partitive genitive, so the time period being
described is still a part of what the genitival term is, hence 'at the end of the
Sabbath' is still within the period called Sabbath.
4 BAG (606) has this as a third meaning for 61jle:"used 8S an improper prep. w.
and likewise Porter (1992, ISO), who notes that this is disputed.
The nuance reflected in English translations like the KJV, RSV, TEV, NIV, rn,
NEB,NASB.
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assuming that the Jewish day is here in view, this is impossible: the
Jewish day begins atsunset.

Winger, though arguing that 'late' is the primary meaning of oljJe
mentions " that one could "take resort to a secondary
meaniJig ... 'after'~ but this is attested only rarely, and not at all in the
NT, early Christian or Jewish literature" (Winger 1994, 285).
Which should it really be, 'late on the Sabbath' or 'after the
Sabbath'? The lexicons differ. Moulton and Milligan "(1930, 470)
tend toward 'late', because of the genitival construction in Matt.
28.1, but then proceed to mention that Blass-Debrunner argue for
'after' also owing to the use of the genitive in late Greek. This
double option foroljJe plus the genitive is also mentioned by AbbotSmith (1937; 332), but,he ieanstoward 'after' as the "sense which
seems to be required in Matt. 28 1."
For Thayer, the meaning is 'after the Sabbath' but he argues that
way because of the proximity of the second temporal expression,
without which,apparently, he would have opted for 'late on the
Sabbath'. He 'says, "oljJe foll. by a gen'. seems always to be
partitive, denoting late in the period specified by the gen. (and
consequently still belonging to it) ... " (Thayer 1977. 471).6 Louw
and Nida (1989, 67.50,636), opt for 'after'.
On balance, it seems to the present.writer that the first temporal
expression should be translated as 'late on "the Sabbath'. The
translation 'after the Sabbath' has support only bec~use of a certain
kind of reading of the second expression or because of this nuance
of 'after' in writers like, Aelian and Philostratus, both born C. AD
170 and thus too late to be used as supportive evidence for
Matthew's meaning.
6Heinrich A. W. Meyer (1979, 518-19) avers, " ... dtllL. with a defining genitive
(without which it occurs nowhere else in the New Testament) always denotes the
lateness of the period thus specified and still current ... " He however goes on to
argue for a "civil mode of reckoning, according to which the ordinary day was
understood to extend from sunrise till sunrise again".
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The appeal to a Semitic background (Moore 1905, 324,328;
Grintz1960, 37-39)forthe'meaning of <nlle ~ oaj3patwv may seem
ingenious but is, in fact, quite unnecessary and pos'sibly dubious in
value since the Greekis'notreally unclear., The hermeneutical key
is to reckon with the partitive forceof6t1te oe ocxppatwv?
'~, '
Even if it is agreed that the first temporal expression is really
'late on the Sabbath' themeanirig given ' to the next temporal
expression raises the charge of contradiction in Matthew. What time
frame does'tijE1I"I.ct>waKooo'OELc;~Lcxvocxppatwv really connote or,
more particularly, what is the ess.ential time nuance of EnL<jlWoKW?
, Ifstrlpped to a. single notion then EnL<jlCASoKW means 'to grow light
ortodawn[=morning],. Hagner (1995, 868) and Driver (1965,327)
take this view. Driver (1965, 327) says the second temporal phrase ,
"can mean only 'about daybreak on the first day of the week'." On
this reading, there would be an obvious contradiction between a
supposed single event happening 'late on the Sabbath', that is hefore
, sunset and 'about daybreak on the first day' 'ofthe week' .
There areather approaches that 'show Matthew's consistency. To
these we now turn.
'
, Matthew is consistent
Contra Driver and Hagner,E1TL<jlCASoKwcan also mean,
legitimately"'to approach or draw near' 'as seen in LUke 23.54 and
the 90spel of'Peter9.35, and thesepa~sages, as Winger(1994, 285)
noted, are accounts of events following the. death of Jesus. Luke
7 Note the unn~essary confusion caused by the Semitic background approach in
Winger's comment on Moore 1905,286, where he says, ..... since ~i"9lot ("~rlT.l)
here means 'evening' ,it is rendered by' 61j1~, which in absolute usage often means
'evening' - as a special case of its literal meaning 'late'; thenF7::Jfg is
I,.,mslileraled inloils Greek equivalenl, apparently wilhout realizing Ihat ' this
gives the phrase a new meaning: 'late on lhe's,abbath', nol after sunset bUI before
il." (my emphasis). , Invoke the partitive genitive force of 61j1e oE " acx~ch(,)v and
Winger's comment is vitiated.
'
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23.54 reads,KaL TttJ.Epa ~v iTapaOKEuil~ Kat o&.ppatov EuEctJOOKEV,
"and it was the day of Preparation and the Sabbath was drawingnear". "Since Jesusdied at the ninth hour (23.44), a reference to the
dawn seems to be excluded .. ." (Winger 1994, 285).8 The Gospel of
Peter (9.35) reads "in the night in which the Lord's Day drew
neaf',.9
,
,

John Nolland (1993, 1165) says of Luke's use of EuLctJWOKW,
"[t]hough Luke clearly intends to point to the near arrival of
sundown, when 'Sabbath would begin, his particular use of
EuL9wOKELV [sicJhas not been paralleled. He could have erred
because of a wish to adopt an 'elegant' word from his second source
(if there was one), or the usage could represent a (Jreek-speaking
Jewish adoption, for use in relation to a Jewish reckoning of the
»
'
day ...
It is not clear what Nolland means when he says Luke's use of
EiTulx.laKELV 'has not been paralleled' because the use of EuL<J>WOKW in
the Gospel of Peter in the sense of 'to approach or draw near'
matches Luke's use and Matthew's. Additionally, a convincing case
has been established by Moore (1905, 315-33) and Boyarin (2001,
681-82) that the Hebrew and Jewish-Aramaic equivalent of
EuL~OKW in Matthew 28.1 would be "N and NR"N, respectively,
and both words mean 'evening'.
On this.reading of EiTLctJWOICW, if the two temporal expressions are
liriked to the single event of the ·women's visit, then Matthew is
saying "in the lasi part of the Sabbath as the first day of the week
Was,approaching or drawing near, Mary Magdalene and the other
8' Robertson, op. cit., 240, says, "Both Matthew here [28.1] and Luke (23.54) use
dawn (E'II'LcjI<.SOKW) for the dawning of the twenty-four hour day at sunset, not of
the dawning of the twelve-hour day at sunrise."
~ See also Gospel of Peter ~.3S for a similar use of ~'II'L,rJOKW. The debate
Concerning the priority/dependence relationship between Matthew and the Gospel
of Peter would n()t negate the use being made of the Gpspel of Peter here. For a
helpful article on the debate see Kirk (1994, 572-595). ' \.,
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Mary went to.see the tomb." This reading is defensible and quite
internally consistent.
A problem for this reading would be to reconcile it with the
general Sunday morning references in the other gospels (Luke 24.1;
John 20.1), especially Mark 16.1-2, which Winger (1994, 287)
rightly observes, has structural similarities and where the [a?] visit
of the women is described as happening ALUV npwt t'fl ~L~ tWV
auf3P(hwv ... civutELAUVtO~ tou ~ALOU (Very early on the first day of
the week, just after sunrise; NIV), unmistakably at sunrise on
Sunday. Boyarin's comment on this problem is that " ... Mark 16:2
[is] a misunderstanding of a Semitic idiom that Matthew understood
well (or atleast translated literally)" (Boyarin 2001,688).
This problem only arises if the two temporal expressions in
Matthew speak, necessarily, about one event, the visit of the
women.
We turn now to another option - surprisingly, not even hinted at
by ·any of the sources used so far - that shows the consistency of
Matthew and which is consonant with the other gospels.
Ralph Woodrow offers this other option and he says of the
apparent problem of reconciling Matthew's two temporal
expressions:
.
ThCre is a very simple solution, so simple we wonder why it has
often beerioverlookedl We believe the words, 'ill the end of the
Sabbath,' were not describing when the women went to the tomb, but
when the tomb was sealed and guarded. Without changing the wording
in the leist, the entire passage can be brought into harmony with every
other verse, ' by 'simply placing the pmiod in a different place. To do
this IS certainly not out of order, for punctuation was not apart of the
original.(Woodrow 1993,21-22),
Woodrow's proposed reading ofMatt. 27;66t028.1, would then
be, "So they went, and made the sepillcher sure; sealing the stone,
and setting a watch in the end ofthe Sabbath. As it began to dawn
toward the first day of the week came Mary Magdalene ... "
(Woodrow 1993,23).
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What should one make of this unorthodox option? 'Relocating the
punctuation mark from 'watch' to 'Sabbath' has nothing against it in
terms of the resulting syntax unless one feels the need for a
connective particle with the longer reading of 27.66 and the
beginning of 28.1. ,One might wonder though, why Matthew was,
seemingly, so indir~ct in saying that the chief priests and the
Pharisees made'their request to secure the tomb on the Sabbath day
"in 27.62 then clearly mentioning that the tomb was sealed 'late on
the Sabbath day' in verse 66.
Woodrow's optipn certainly allows for the greatest degree of
agreement among the gospel writers concerning the visit of the
women to the tomb cl, Iesus and eliminates all problems and
contradictions, real and apparent, between ,Matthew's temporal
expressions. One can now appreciate the unanimity in the gospels
and the early Christi8Jl writers that the resurrection of Iesus was
early on a Sunday mOl;ning.
This option also vitiates any charge one might be minded to level
at Matthew for .inconsistency between his temporal expressions
'(Winger 1994, 285), for lack of competence in translating properly
from a Semitic original to Greek (Winger 1994, 286-87), and for
poor editorial work in borrowing from Mark (Gardiner-Smith 1926,
,179-81). Indeed, Woodrow's .translational option reduces the need
to rely on a Semitic original behind Matt. 28.1 to make good sense
of the text, even if the ancient reader knows only Greek.
Additionally, Woodrow's option wields an edge of greater
explanatory power than the Semitic approach which forces Matthew
into contradiction of all of the other evangelists on several, issues. If
it was late on the Sabbath that the women really visited, according to
the Semitic approach, then a number of other events would be
happening late on the Sabbath and 'thus in blatant contradiction of
the 'Sunday morning' timin$ for these in the other gospels.
I
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Woodrow, though not dealing with the Semitic approach,raises
questions about the implications of taking 'late on the.Satlbath'as
having to do with the women's visit. Woodrow (1993,20) queries,
If it was late on the sabbath when the women went to the tomb and
found it emp!},. why do all the other Go~el writers place their·visit to
the tomb early in the morning on "the f1I'Sl: day of the week"?
Ifit was late on the Sabbath when the women discovered the stone
was rolled away. why would they be asking the next moming: "Who
will roll us away the stone from the door of the sepulcher?" (Mark

16:2,3).
If it was late on the Sabbath that the women found the tomb empty;
why would they be taking spices to anoint the dead body the next
morning, knowing it was not there? (Luke 24: 1).

Into the crux, yet again, can lead to new possibilities from a little
knoWn source.
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